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richard lovett
i am richard lovett from lovett | co, and as someone who is technically
minded, I have always had a passion for learning and becoming an
entrepreneur. 

interior creator

bedroom 
kitchen 
bathroom
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this is our
history

founded in 2014 by richard lovett, lovett | co is a cape town-
based joinery company specialising in the manufacture of
kitchen, bedroom and bathroom cabinets. with a brand that
is sleek and classy, it exudes quality and attention to detail,
which are closely linked to richard’s personal brand as he is
renowned for his passion for woodwork and precision
customer service in the greater cape town area.
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our vision
 to operate sustainably and efficiently.

the lovett | co brand aims to become the most
sought-after and recommended cabinet
professionals, taking its clients on a journey from the
initial meeting, during installation and all the way to
final sign-off.

our goals
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our mission
as an intimate and hands-on company, lovett | co
wants to build a rapport with its clientele, while
making a conscious effort to improve its
environmental footprint, support local commerce
and upskill personnel.

what we do
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our gallery
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our gallery
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platform
highlights
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@lovettcoza @lovettcoza

lovett | co provides free consultations & quotations, kitchen layout & design,
photo-realistic 3D-renders, off site pre-manufacturing & preparations and a

lifetime warranty on hardware such as hinges and runners to name a few. by
solving furniture-focused problems, richard has created a super-efficient

business that sets the benchmark for how a small business should operate.



contact
information

0794947358
phone number

www.lovettco.co.za 
website
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email address
hello@lovettco.co.za

http://www.lovettco.co.za/
http://www.lovettco.co.za/

